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VICE PRESIDENT’S
REMARKS
The events of the past year have been a
huge lesson for all of us at MISC, as we
persevered and became more resilient,
to continue on course with our strategic
value creation journey. In hindsight, the
2020 theme of ‘One Heart, One Mind
and One Dream’, launched by our
President/Group CEO at the beginning
of the year, aptly articulated MISC’s
shared purpose as a driving force
uniting us. Our swift and agile response
enabled us to rise above the challenges
and minimise the impacts of the
COVID-19 pandemic on our business.
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Our IT team was instrumental in
accelerating the Group’s shift towards
utilising digital platforms for employees
who were working from home, and
our front liners working on board our
vessels, floating assets, ports and
yards. Tapping into technology and
digital platforms to bridge connections,
we were able to overcome limitations
as a result of social distancing and
movement restrictions, and ensured
minimal disruptions to our business.
Our strong HSSE culture coupled
with our robust risk management
approach has sustained our operations
through these trying times. The
business that was most impacted by
the pandemic, the Marine & Heavy
Engineering segment, vigorously

assessed risks and implemented the
right decisions to ensure operational
continuity. Our international shipping
operations minimised disruptions by
working closely with various authorities,
whilst ensuring full compliance with the
myriad COVID-19 standard operating
procedures (SOPs) enforced in different
countries.
Our project deliveries were guided by a
focused approach that took into account
all the factors required to ensure efficient
project management and execution in
adherence to SOPs. To mitigate against
supply chain disruptions, we expanded
our supplier base to ensure the
continuous availability of any equipment
required for our operations and projects.
In 2020, MISC successfully secured
new projects of approximately USD2.8
billion in CAPEX value, more than double
the value that we secured in 2019. Our
various business segments were able to
deliver on business growth as a result of
the focused execution of our strategic
plan with several first project wins for
MISC such as the Mero 3 FPSO project
in Brazil, the acquisition of six VLECs and
the award for two dual-fuel LNG VLCCs.
We also completed the construction of
Dry Dock 3 and commenced operations
in December 2020, thus expanding our
capacity to provide regional marine repair
services.
The Group’s value creation activities for
the year have laid out a clear path for our
sustainable growth and profitability into
the future, as the projects we secured
in 2020 will add to our secured revenue
streams. Our efforts have also further

2021 also marks the inception of our
new MISC 2021–2025 Sustainability
Strategy. Our Sustainability Strategy
aligns to the Group’s United Nations
Sustainability Development Goals
(UNSDGs) commitments and integrates
environmental, social and governance
(ESG) factors into our overall business
strategy. The plan focuses on areas such
as industry decarbonisation, sustainable
talent pipeline as well as enhancement
of strong corporate governance
and business ethics, all of which are
important for MISC to sustain our
operations as a responsible organisation.
Over the past few years, we have
remained on a steady growth trajectory
to generate sustainable value for our
shareholders and stakeholders. As we
continue our onward moving journey,
we are mindful of the threats that
continue to challenge the world. MISC’s
strategic priority for the year ahead is
to ensure excellence in executing the
major projects we have secured in 2020.
A key emphasis is the Mero 3 FPSO
project, given its large size and it being
our maiden project of such type in Latin
America.

Approach to Climate Change
Our sustainability strategies and practices are guided by global best practices set by organisations such as the TCFD. MISC is in
support of the TCFD, and we strive to embrace this best practice, where practicable, to strengthen our sustainability practices and
disclosures while cultivating greater sustainable practices within the wider market.
In the long-term, the emphasis on sustainability will ensure greater growth and value being created for our stakeholders.
Below we have outlined how the Group's policies on climate change are aligned to the four basic recommendations put forward
by the TCFD: ‘Governance’, ‘Strategy’, ‘Risk Management’, and ‘Metrics and Targets’. This is also in line with our ‘Towards
Decarbonisation’ commitment and current initiatives.
Item

Recommended
disclosure

Our initiatives

Read more in
relevant sections

Governance

Organisational
governance of
climate-related risks
and opportunities

Board Governance and Risk Committee (BGRC) has been
formed to provide governance of climate-related risks and
opportunities

See BGRC report

Impacts of climaterelated risks and
opportunities on
business

As part of our efforts to ensure better integration of relevant
climate change risks and opportunities in business strategy
and financial planning, we are embarking on our TCFD journey
in 2021 to embed climate change as part of our related risk
assessment process which includes conducting scenario
analysis for our business units and subsidiaries in a phased
approach.

See Anchoring
Sustainability @
MISC

Strategy

Page 290

Page 119

Over the next few years, MISC’s ‘Towards Decarbonisation’
commitment is to invest in low-carbon environmentally friendly
vessels with technologies designed to reduce GHG emissions
and increase energy efficiency. Inclusion of these elements
into the design of our current and future vessels will also reap
long-term benefits for MISC in terms of cost savings and risk
management.

Risk
Management
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How climaterelated risks and
opportunities are
identified, assessed
and managed

At MISC, prioritisation of risks and opportunities including those
related to climate challenges, are conducted based on the
severity of the potential impacts of the risk, as well as the scale
of the opportunities. MISC adopts the PETRONAS Resiliency
Model (PRM) which provides an integrated view for managing
risks and is also guided by international best practice as per ISO
31000.

See Our Risks and
Mitigation Strategies

Metrics and targets
used to assess and
manage climaterelated risks and
opportunities

MISC’s GHG emissions performance including the evaluation
against carbon reduction targets that has been set at the
strategic level is presented to the MISC HSSE Council (which
includes members of the Risk Management Committee) on a
quarterly basis.

See Operating Safely
and Sustainably

Page 88

Despite the strong headwinds of the
past year, MISC continues to stay
the course as a result of our focused
strategies and unwavering commitment
of our employees. We reaffirm our
steadfastness to sustain our value
creation efforts regardless of the
challenges that may come our way, to
build meaningful and tangible value for
our shareholders and stakeholders.

Future Activities

EMRAN OTHMAN
Vice President, Corporate Planning

As our response to the TCFD recommendations, MISC is committed to strengthening our management of climate-related risks by
including climate-related risks as part of our Enterprise Risks, quantitatively evaluating anticipated future risks with scenario analysis,
and discussing measures at the management and board level. We will formulate and execute business strategies in a forward
looking way, by refining the scenario analysis in steps and ensure we understand the potential risks and opportunities. At the same
time, we will actively promote the search for alternative fuel in efforts to decarbonise our operations and make efforts to resolve
this issue at industry level. Going forward, we will continue to make further enhancements to provide consistent and transparent
disclosures to our stakeholders in line with the TCFD recommendations.

Metrics and
Targets

////// Financial Review / Sustainability / Strategic Review / Highlights / Key Messages //

The climate change agenda is, without
doubt, of critical concern for the entire
world. Shareholders, investors, financiers
and clients are paying greater attention
to the outcomes of companies’ efforts
towards combating climate change.
MISC is cognisant of the need for
our organisation to responsibly and
transparently disclose our performance
in line with the recommendations of the
Task Force on Climate-related Financial
Disclosures (TCFD). We aim to be fully
TCFD compliant by 2023 and have
established the roadmap to implement
the TCFD recommendations over the
next two years.

TASK FORCE ON CLIMATE-RELATED FINANCIAL DISCLOSURES (TCFD)

Pages 214 to 219
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diversified our customer base to include
international clients and reputable energy
majors.

LONG-TERM TRENDS

IDENTIFICATION AND ASSESSMENT OF RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES, OUTLOOK, STAKEHOLDERS AND MATERIAL MATTERS
VISION AND MISSION

GOVERNANCE
STRATEGY

INPUTS

KEY ACTIVITIES

FINANCIAL CAPITAL

OUTPUTS

ALAM provides maritime
education and training
for seafarers

Our sources of financial capital to run our
business and fund our growth comprise
internally generated funds and debt financing

Trained seafarers in Eaglestar
manage and operate LNG and
petroleum vessels

PHYSICAL CAPITAL
Our fleet comprises 29 LNG carriers, one VLEC,
one LBV, 76 petroleum and product tankers, two
floating storage units and 14 floating assets

Complete/full range
offshore platform EPCIC
services for offshore &
onshore construction
Comprehensive marine
repair & refurbishment

We also own marine and heavy engineering
facilities, including fabrication yards and dry
docks.
Our maritime training facility that spans over 74
acres in Melaka is fully equipped with learning
and training facilities, resource centre and a
campus
Section
4
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INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL
Our intellectual capital includes specialist
knowledge and experience in ship operation
and management, ship-to-ship transfers, EPCIC
and operations of floating production system,
fabrication of complex heavy engineering
structures, marine repairs, and operating the
only modular capture vessels (MCV) in the world

HUMAN CAPITAL
We have over 8,600 dedicated, high performing
and specialised personnel at sea and shore
which we leverage on to steer our business and
operate our ships, floating assets and facilities
efficiently and safely

Offshore Business provides
comprehensive EPCIC
solutions, from design to
operations and
decommissioning of
offshore assets
Offshore Business operates
offshore floating solutions

LNG Asset Solutions and
Petroleum & Product
Shipping segment
commission, acquire or
in-charter LNG carriers and
tankers
LNG Asset Solutions and
Petroleum & Product
Shipping segment transport
energy resources for
customers - LNG, crude and
petroleum products

SOCIAL & RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL
We have a positive brand reputation and we
develop strategic partnerships and trusted
relationships with our customers, suppliers,
governments, regulators and industry bodies for
long-term sustainability of our business
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NATURAL CAPITAL
Our operations rely on natural resources such
as fuel, water and land

MMS provides port
management and
maritime services

The above are some of the key activities of the Group. For further
details on the activities and key developments of the businesses, please
refer to Who We Are and What We Do on pages 16 to 17 and Business
Review section on pages 136 to 189.

OUTCOMES

POSITIVE OUTPUTS
In a year marked by global mobility restrictions, MISC stayed the course
Energy resource transportation
• Our LNG carriers transported 6% of the world's LNG which provides cleaner energy globally (2019: 7%)
• Our petroleum and product tankers transported an estimated 110 million tonnes of crude, petroleum products and chemicals to
global customers (2019: 125 million tonnes)
• We took delivery of our first VLEC that transported the largest cargo of ethane in the history of ethane shipping to date
• We also took delivery of the first dedicated LBV in Southeast Asia that supplies LNG to fuel ships operating in the region and
delivers LNG directly to PETRONAS small-scale customers
• Eaglestar continued to provide safe and reliable ship operations and successfully conducted crew change for 7,767 seafarers
(2019: 12,823 crew changes)
Offshore oil production and storage
• Our floating assets processed approximately 26% and stored an estimated 29% of Malaysia's crude oil production (2019:
processed and stored 26%)
• FSO Golden Star was delivered to Vietnam and received its first condensate at the Sao Vang and Dai Nguyet (SVDN) project
Heavy engineering and marine repairs
• MHB’s Heavy Engineering segment completed two projects and sailed away one central processing platform and one mercury
removal unit (2019: two projects and one sail away)
• MHB’s Marine segment completed 64 vessel repair and maintenance jobs and secured 61 jobs including one FSO conversion
(2019: 77 vessels and 86 jobs)
• MHB completed Dry Dock 3 and received its first vessel for dry docking repairs
Port management and maritime services
• MMS provided pilotage and loading master services to ports and terminals in Terengganu, Melaka, Sabah and Sarawak and its
accredited inspectors and engineers performed more than 7,000 vessels screenings, about 800 inspections, world-class marine
operations, consultancy and assurance services (2019: about 5,000 vessels screening, more than 1,100 inspections)
Seafarer education
• ALAM enrolled 408 students for cadet and ratings programmes; 203 students graduated in 2020 (2019: enrolled 441 students
for cadet and ratings programmes; 191 students graduated)
• ALAM maintained 100% cadet employability for 2020 with 61 eligible candidates securing employment with shipping companies
locally and regionally
Asset expansion and rejuvenation
• Took delivery of one VLEC, one LBV, six DPSTs and one FSO, and disposed five petroleum tankers
• Entered into newbuilding of three DPSTs and two LNG dual-fuel VLCCs, acquisition of six newbuild VLECs and EPCIC of one FPSO
Environmentally-friendly operations
• Zero incident of major spills to the environment from all operations since 2013
• Delivered two LNG dual-fuel and four eco-friendly DPSTs for operations in international waters
• Three assets were sent for green recycling in accordance to The Hong Kong International Convention for the Safe and
Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships, 2009

////// Financial Review / Sustainability / Strategic Review / Highlights / Key Messages //

EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
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Please refer to
Outcomes
on page
62

NEGATIVE OUTPUTS
Business operations
• Delays in vessel/asset deliveries and project progress due to suspension/disruption of activities as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic
• Unfavourable arbitration award relating to Gumusut Kakap (GKL) semi-submersible floating production system
Environment and safety
• 4.04 million tonnes of GHG emissions (2019: 4.25 million tonnes)
• 36,053 tonnes NOx and 3,240 tonnes SOx emissions into the atmosphere (2019: 46,720 tonnes NOx and 29,484 tonnes SOx)
• 24,776 tonnes of hazardous and general waste from non-shipping created (2019: 30,792 tonnes)
• 635,686 m3 freshwater withdrawal consumption (for non-shipping activities) (2019: 740,542 m3)
• One fatality in our shipping operations (2019: zero fatality)
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HOW WE CREATE VALUE

HUMAN CAPITAL OUTCOMES
• Developmental opportunities and progression: Enhanced leadership programme and succession planning with more
senior positions filled (2020: 96% MC and critical positions filled; 2019: 93% MC and critical positions filled)
• Appointment of three new Board members and establishment of new Board Governance and Risk Committee to inject
new and fresh insights to oversee governance and guide strategic direction of the Group
• RM1.8 billion spent on employee costs, no change from 2019
• RM47.7 million spent on training and development, (2019: RM63.7 million)
• 16% female in decision making role and 25% female in total shore employees (2019: 16% female in decision making
role and 26% female in total shore employees)
• Reduction in LTIF at 0.04 and TRCF at 0.18 (2019: LTIF 0.10; TRCF 0.26)
SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP OUTCOMES
• Strong reputation and effective engagements that led to favourable outcomes in winning more contracts and securing
new customers
• Conducted customer engagement survey with key customers with overall satisfaction of 89% (2019: no survey
conducted)
• Compliance with regulations and international standards with zero fines and penalties with regards to health, safety
and environment
• Established partnership with NGO and academic institution on conserving reef and sea turtles as well as public marine
biodiversity programmes
• Contribute to the growth of the nation's maritime and oil and gas industries through our well-established programmes
in ALAM that promote education and awareness amongst the youth
• Contributed RM7.5 million for COVID-19 national pandemic response and COVID-19 related aids
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ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES
• Energy efficiency and carbon emissions reduction initiatives:
- 9% reduction in vessel fuel consumption resulting in avoidance of approximately 500,000 tonnes of total vessel
carbon emissions (12% reduction) from a baseline of 2016, minimising the impacts of climate change (2019:
8%, 300,000 tonnes, 7% reduction)
- 18%, 10% and 5% carbon reduction for our LNG, petroleum and product fleet from 2016 baseline (2019: 16%,
13% and 9% for LNG, petroleum and product fleet)
- 7% of revenue came from our environmentally-friendly vessels that contribute to cleaner environment and
support decarbonisation aspirations of the maritime industry
- Secured more contracts for LNG dual-fuel vessels and ventured into LNG bunkering business as part of the move
towards decarbonising the maritime industry
• Pollution control: Reduction of 88% SOx and 8% NOx intensity across all vessel types through the use of cleaner fuels
and emission control systems in 2020 (2019: 35% SOx, 10% NOx)
• Natural resources management: Through freshwater generation system onboard our vessels, about 328,000 m3
freshwater withdrawal from land was avoided in 2020 (2019: 322,000 m3)
• Waste management: Hazardous waste from shore-based operations were 100% recycled, reused or recovered in
2020 (2019: 99%), minimising impact to natural resource depletion
• Biodiversity:
- Established marine biodiversity conservation flagship programme through protection of coral reef and taking
positive actions to prevent plastic litter in our oceans
- Established sea turtle conservation programme to protect and preserve sea turtles

FINANCE PROVIDERS

CUSTOMERS

EMPLOYEES

CAPITALS
Financial capital
We recognise that increasing our financial capital over time is key to sustaining growth across all other
capitals. To this end, we take a disciplined approach in allocating financial capital towards meeting current
needs, investing for the future and distributing dividends.
A large portion of our financial capital is dedicated to physical capital. In the short and medium term,
incurring new capital expenditure will reduce our financial capital. However, as our newbuild assets are
constructed and deployed to service against a long-term customer contract, they will produce secured
income which in turn will grow our financial capital over the long term.

Physical capital
Our vessels require sizeable financial capital to construct. Investment in physical capital is critical not only
to pursue our growth objectives, but also to rejuvenate our fleet through replacement of our old vessels,
thereby sustaining our business in the long run.
Investing in newbuild assets with modern and green technology may incur higher cost, but they will help
to improve customer service through enhanced efficiency and safety, and also reduce our environmental
footprint, thus benefitting our social and relationship, human and natural capitals.

Intellectual capital
In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic sped up technological transformation, bringing the digital agenda front
and centre as a game changer that will benefit the maritime industry by harnessing the possibilities offered
by digital technologies, artificial intelligence and automation.
To embrace this change, we are investing financial and human capital into improving intellectual capital by
driving transformation in finance, procurement and other processes, implementing technical solutions for
offshore assets, digitalising our fleet and further tapping on Industry 4.0 technologies. This is a trade-off
that will add positively to all our capitals in the long run.

RELEVANT MATERIAL MATTERS

Project and financial
performance
Risk management

Customer satisfaction
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OPERATIONAL OUTCOMES
• Consistently maintained high vessel availability and utilisation of more than 98% for our fleet
• Excellent floating asset performance with uptime of more than 99%
• Multiple first achievements for the Group:
- Secured first major deepwater FPSO project in Latin America
- Diversified into China and the ethane transport industry with the acquisition of six VLECs on long-term charters
- Marked its maiden foray as the commercial operator and ship manager of Southeast Asia’s first dual-purpose LBV
• Onshore and offshore operations continued its business as usual despite the pandemic, with some interruptions in
yard operations
• Ability to scale up DPST operations within a short period of time, with the delivery and operationalisation of six DPSTs
in 2020 adding to the four DPSTs already in service

SHAREHOLDERS

CONTRIBUTIONS TO UNSDG

FINANCIAL OUTCOMES
• Sustained strong cash flows despite challenging environment, due to secured income from long-term charter contracts
• Dividend payout of 33 sen per share for 2020 (2019: 30 sen with a special dividend of 3 sen)
• Maintained strongest credit rating in marine transport sector by Moody’s Investors Service and S&P Global Ratings as at
31 Dec 2020
• Multiple long-term charter contracts won with total capex value of USD2.8 billion (2019: USD1.1 billion)
• Share price decreased by 18% in 2020, resulting in market capitalisation decreasing to USD 7.7 billion
• Loss after tax of RM169.8 million, mainly attributable to unfavourable GKL arbitration outcome and COVID-19 impact

TRADE-OFFS

Digitalisation and
innovation
Climate change

Skilled workforce
Digitalisation and
innovation
Business knowledge
and expertise
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COMMUNITY

Human capital
In pursuit of our goal to become a major player in the Brazilian FPSO market, we expanded our headcount
in the Offshore Business segment. We carried out a large-scale capability building exercise which required
high investment in hiring diverse talent with the right skill set and experience to execute complex deepwater
FPSO contracts, thus affecting our financial capital.
Our ongoing investment in various HR capability development and leadership programmes depletes our
financial capital. However, this investment is necessary to retain the right people who are able to achieve
the Group’s business goals and targets, which will positively impact all other capitals over time. At the same
time, the growth of our employees’ skills is augmenting our intellectual and social and relationship capitals.

CUSTOMERS

REGULATORS

Social and relationship capital
In the longer term, MISC’s investment in social and relationship capital through our stakeholder
engagements promotes the growth of our financial capital. However, in the short term, both financial and
human capitals are affected through expenditures and hours spent on social engagements, community
investment and collaboration with industry players to cultivate positive relations with all stakeholders and
ensure compliance with regulations and international standards.
Our client-centred engagements leverage on the strong relationships we have built over the years, to
effect partnerships that bring mutual benefit and which create new business opportunities, thus positively
impacting our financial capital. Our community engagements strengthen our social license to operate,
and elevates our brand recognition, thus boosting our social and relationship capital in the long run.

COMMUNITY

REGULATORS

Skilled workforce

Diversity and inclusion
Business knowledge
and expertise

Customer satisfaction

Values and governance

Our investments in community-based environmental awareness initiatives also improves our social and
relationship capital, while offsetting our impacts on natural capital. In the longer term, the resources
expended will boost our financial capital and build the stocks of our human and intellectual capitals.

Natural capital
Emissions and wastes from our physical capital negatively impact upon natural capital. In line with our
long-term strategies to reduce our carbon footprint and to promote circular economy practices and manage
natural resource consumption, we are investing heavily in more modern and efficient technologies such as
LNG dual-fuel vessels in our operations which will lead to a short term decrease in our financial capital.
However, in the longer term, besides mitigating the business impact on natural capital through the
reduction of GHG emissions, the utilisation of enhanced technology will benefit our intellectual capital and
the new technical skills acquired will improve our human capital.

Climate change

Ocean health
Digitalisation and
innovation
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OUTCOMES

STAKEHOLDERS TO WHOM WE PROVIDE VALUE
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HOW WE CREATE VALUE

TO CONSISTENTLY PROVIDE BETTER ENERGY RELATED
MARITIME SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES

MISC2020
A five-year master plan to achieve sustainable performance
MISC2020 is the Group’s corporate strategy for FY2016-FY2020 that was developed with the aim to ensure
that MISC has a sustainable level of recurring income to remain resilient even during the most difficult times.
At the time that MISC2020 was conceived, in late 2015, MISC was faced with tough market conditions. The
plunge in oil prices since 2014 and the ensuing CAPEX cuts by oil majors posed major challenges for the
Offshore Business and Heavy Engineering segments, an oversupply of LNG vessels were a bane for the LNG
Asset Solutions segment, while the Petroleum & Product Shipping segment was relatively exposed to the
volatile spot market.
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Against this backdrop, MISC was facing the prospect of diminishing profits due to the approaching
expiry of long-term contracts. Hence there was an urgent need to grow secured income business, build
new sustainable streams of secured profit, reduce the exposure to cyclical revenues, and focus on cost
management.
These imperatives formed the basis of MISC2020’s primary objectives, namely:
• To achieve a sustainable level of secured profit by 2020; and
• To achieve a sustainable return on average capital employed (ROACE) of more than 10% by 2020.
Achieving a sustainable level of secured profits by 2020 meant achieving a sustainable stream of secured
profit large enough to absorb all fixed costs and overheads as well as losses from cyclical business segments
during the worst of cycles. With this target, MISC would not fall into the red in the worst of times.
To deliver a sustainable ROACE of more than 10% by 2020 meant focusing efforts on instilling the discipline
to spend wisely and make the right investment decisions.
As we have reached the conclusion of our five-year MISC2020 journey, we set out the results in achieving our
strategic goals in Delivering Our Strategy section on pages 90 to 101.

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY 2016-2020

Continue with proven secured income
strategy
Focus on project execution and delivery
while positioning for market recovery
Little did we expect that as we were reaching the
end of our MISC2020 journey, we would enter yet
another oil price slump, this time together with an
unprecedented health cum economic crisis.
This time around however, MISC is on a much
firmer footing. With the success over the last
five years in winning new contracts, the secured
income strategy has proven itself, and has indeed
boosted our resilience during a tumultuous 2020.
In the near term, the Group’s areas of focus
include:
• Ensuring the successful execution and delivery
of the sizeable projects that have recently been
won, while the market recovers
• Striving for operational excellence and improving
performance, efficiency and cost-effectiveness
• Enhancing capability and capacity of human
capital and strengthening people development,
culture and values
• Embarking on organisational transformation
including digitalisation to improve
competitiveness and agility to meet evolving
market needs
• Being more selective on projects to pursue

Medium to long term
Set course to navigate our way to
a carbon-neutral economy and a
sustainable future
The next phase in our long-term strategy is moving
towards a decarbonised future.
Decarbonisation trends in the long term presents
both risks and opportunities. Changes in oil market
fundamentals and rising environmental activism
pose the greatest risk impacting our industry
post-COVID-19. However, this also presents
opportunities for industry players to sustain or
reinvent our roles in the energy value chain by
adapting to this changing landscape.

////// Financial Review / Sustainability / Strategic Review / Highlights / Key Messages //

VISION

Near term

The energy transition is expected to open up new
products and services, business models, and
opportunities for value creation over the long term
to those who are willing to embrace change and
innovation. Industry players, including oil majors
and maritime players are transitioning towards the
low-carbon future.
The trend for ‘greener’ ships is expected to
accelerate as the industry moves towards meeting
the aspiration of IMO 2050 which aims to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from international
shipping by at least 50% by 2050 compared to
2008 levels.
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MISC is already a pioneer in green shipping
through our LNG dual-fuel vessels. Looking
forward, MISC’s contribution in a carbon neutral
economy is to offer low-carbon and eventually
zero-carbon emissions transport solutions.
Given the emerging trends that are expected to
gradually but profoundly transform our industry
over the coming decades, we are carefully
assessing the potential implications of these longterm trends, and we are in the midst of developing
our long-term strategy to ensure that we remain
relevant and sustainable long into the future and
we will provide more details once we have finalised
the plan.

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY 2021-2025
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Sustainability is an integral component of MISC’s operations, from the way we conduct our business, manage our
employees, reduce impact on the environment, deliver sustainable returns to our investors and shareholders, and
strive to exceed the expectations of our customers, to the way we create positive impact for the local communities.

Our sustainability vision is to deliver long term shareholder value by operating safely,
sustainably and responsibly to sustain positive impacts for the environment and society

We have completed our 2016-2020 strategy and since we began taking a more focused approach towards
managing our sustainability performance these five years, we have made good progress. Our key sustainability
milestones and achievements are laid out in Delivering Our Strategy section on pages 90 to 101.

We are continuing our endeavour in sustainability commitments as we believe that good sustainability practices will
bring long term value to our organisation. With this in mind, we have refreshed our five-year MISC Sustainability
Strategy which constitutes five pillars, namely Financial, Environment, Social, Governance and Stakeholder
Engagement.
More details can be found in Anchoring Sustainability @ MISC section on pages 117 to 123.
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OUR
STRATEGIC FOCUS

BEYOND 2020
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MISC’s Materiality Matrix
Highest

High Priority Matters

Highest Priority Matters

•

•

Conduct 15 interviews
with Management, Board
members, customers,
investors and finance
providers
Conduct employee focus
groups from various
business and service
units and subsidiaries

Map MISC materiality
matrix based on inputs
from internal and external
stakeholder engagements
Validation by Management
Committee on the final
materiality matrix

Importance to external stakeholders

Categorise the universe of
factors into the six capitals:
• Financial
• Physical
• Intellectual
• Human
• Social and relationship
• Natural

Engage internal and
external stakeholders to
better understand and
prioritise factors by selecting
and scoring the top five
material factors

MATERIALITY VALIDATION

Project and financial
performance

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
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The following matrix presents the Group’s material matters:

The following graphic presents the process we use to derive our material matters:

Conduct desktop research
from key industry issues,
peers and leaders to identify
a broad list of factors
relevant to MISC
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MISC’s ability to create value over the short, medium and long term is influenced by the material factors that are most important to
our business and stakeholders. In 2020, we continued to utilise the materiality assessment we had conducted the previous year.
Our materiality assessment enabled us to gain a clearer understanding of the factors that most concern our stakeholders and have
the potential to significantly impact our business. The identified material matters are discussed in detail throughout this Integrated
Annual Report and plays a significant role in the formulation of our forward moving strategy.

BENCHMARKING
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OUR
MATERIAL MATTERS

Customer
satisfaction

Climate
change
Skilled
workforce

Diversity and
inclusion

Ocean
Health

Business
knowledge
and expertise

Health and
safety

Internal vs External Materiality

Section
4
Natural
resource use

Importance to internal stakeholders

The chart below describes the importance of our material
matters from internal and external stakeholders’ perspectives:

Risk
management
Digitalisation
and innovation

Employee
engagement

Lowest

Values and
governance

67

Highest

Health and safety, employee engagement and natural resource
use have been added as additional material matters for the
Group, as these areas are of importance to our business and
internal stakeholders. In particular, ensuring the health and
safety of our employees and the community surrounding our
operations, are our topmost priority.

Employee engagement

Business knowledge and expertise
Ocean health
Natural resource use
Digitalisation and innovation
Risk management

As a business that is highly committed to upholding our
environmental stewardship obligations, natural resource use is
key in how we maintain our environmental conservation efforts,
as we continue to promote environmental awareness amongst
our internal and external stakeholders.

Customer satisfaction
MISC Berhad / Integrated Annual Report 2020

Climate change
Skilled workforce
Project and financial performance
Values and governance

Internal stakeholders

External stakeholders

For details on how we use our materiality assessment, refer to
Anchoring Sustainability @ MISC section on pages 104 to 106.
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We strongly believe in continuous and proactive employee
engagement as a means by which we can enhance the mental
and emotional connection between employees and employers.
This in turn encourages greater discretionary work efforts from
our employees, higher productivity levels at the workplace, and
a more focused talent management approach that is aligned
with the business strategy.

Health and safety
Diversity and inclusion

1

2

3

4

MISC is committed to contributing towards elevating the maritime industry and making a positive impact for our stakeholders. This
commitment is supported by our stakeholder engagement strategy, focusing on creating shared value.
At MISC, stakeholder engagement is integrated into every step of our value creation process. The term ‘stakeholders’ is defined as
‘all those who exercise or could exercise influence over the activity of our business or operations and all those who are, or could be,
influenced by the activity of our business or operations’.
MISC goes through a five-step systematic process to identify and understand its stakeholders as set out below:

1
Categorise stakeholders
according to risk and impact
to business

Section
4

Inform

Promote

Monitor

Stakeholders who have high
influence but low impact to
MISC Group should receive
an adequate response to their
needs and expectations

Stakeholders who have low
influence and low impact
to MISC Group should be
monitored

•

The outcomes from our stakeholder analysis, and risks and opportunities identified through this process, is considered in
determining material matters for the business, as well as our short, medium and long-term strategies and goals

•

We identify the stakeholder value proposition and map it against our material matters

•

We develop initiatives to improve engagement and achieve our goals as part of our stakeholder engagement strategy

•

We measure the outcomes of our engagements as part of our value creation tracking

Formulate
strategy

Develop an annual
engagement plan
which includes
dialogues,
meetings, events
and surveys,
among others

2

The following graphic presents the Group’s stakeholder map:
MISC’s Stakeholder Map

Power to Influence

Implement
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Receive feedback and
grievances through available
communication platforms

Carry out activities
according to the
engagement plan

4

3
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The Group identifies and maps our stakeholders according to their power to influence versus their impact to MISC Group.

PROMOTE

COLLABORATE

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Industry peers
Academic organisations
Communities

MONITOR

Customers
Government / regulatory
Shareholders / investors
Finance providers
Employees
Suppliers / vendors / insurance (critical)
Business partners

COMMUNICATE

•
•
•

Media
Trade associations / NGOs / activist groups
Suppliers / vendors (non-critical)

Low

Feedback

Section
4

While we engage with all stakeholders, we have identified our key stakeholders as those with whom we need to consult and, as
such, have developed goals for each.

High

5

Report on
stakeholder
engagement
activities

Communicate
Stakeholders who have low
influence but high impact to
MISC Group should be kept
adequately informed

At MISC, our stakeholder engagement strategies are formulated as follows:

Identify &
analyse

68

Collaborate
Stakeholders who have high
influence and high impact to
MISC Group should be fully
engaged with the greatest effort
to respond to their needs
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Based on the stakeholder analysis, the appropriate level of engagements is chosen as follows:

Low

Impact to MISC Group

High

For details on how we engage with our stakeholders, refer to Anchoring Sustainability @ MISC section on pages 107 to 111.
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OUR
STAKEHOLDERS

Despite the short-term outlook being clouded by the ongoing pandemic, the long-term picture remains positive. We continue
to monitor the changes in our operating environment and the impact that these have on our business, and we align and define
our strategies accordingly to ensure that our business will remain relevant and sustainable in the years ahead, as we continue
to deliver on our goal of moving energy to build a better world.

Peering into the more distant future, we foresee that the maritime industry continues to be a vital cog in global commerce.
However, industry players will need to adapt to key long-term trends and technological changes, which present both
opportunities and challenges to be tackled.

SHORT AND MEDIUM TERM

GLOBAL
HEALTH
CRISIS

In 2020, the world experienced
one of the most difficult years
in modern history mainly due
to the rapid spread of the
COVID-19 coronavirus around
the globe beginning early in the
year. Besides measures such as
physical distancing, testing and
quarantine, strict lockdowns and
travel restrictions became the
norm.

OUTLOOK AND OPPORTUNITIES
On the positive side, multiple vaccines have been
developed at record pace. However, the emergence of
new strains of the virus and further waves of infections,
combined with a slower than expected vaccine rollout
could delay the recovery.

Global monthly confirmed cases (million)

million
20

15

Source: WHO

10

Section
4

IMPLICATIONS TO MISC
Our core businesses have kept operating throughout
the pandemic, although the Marine & Heavy Engineering
segment was more heavily affected mainly due to the
temporary yard suspension and other measures under the
government’s Movement Control Order (MCO). We have
remained vigilant and continuously implement all necessary
COVID-19 mitigation measures. Read more on this topic in
our Special Feature: Our Response to COVID-19 on pages
82 to 83 and Marine & Heavy Engineering Business Review
section on pages 160 to 169.
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ECONOMIC
RECESSION

The lockdowns and mobility
restrictions imposed by
governments around the world
to contain the pandemic resulted
in the deepest global recession
since the Second World War.
As many countries slowly
reopened and lifted their
lockdowns, the global economy
started to recover since mid2020 but it has been fragile and
uneven.

Material Matters

Health and safety

Risk management

Risks

Business disruption

Business cyclicality

Global GDP is predicted to rebound to around 4%-5%
growth in 2021, supported by vaccination campaigns,
concerted health policies and government stimulus,
but the path remains long and difficult amid many
uncertainties.

Global real GDP growth since 1980
(%)
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-1

Even if the economy is not recovering as quickly as
forecasted, MISC has, as part of the strategy towards more
secured profit, attained a sustainable level of recurring
income from our long-term contracts that will enable us to
weather through this period.

Sources: OECD, Fitch Solutions

In the meantime, we will be kept busy focusing on executing
and delivering the very sizeable contracts that we have won
in the last two years, whilst positioning ourselves to take
advantage of opportunities that will arise when the market
rebounds.

-3.5

-3
-4

1980

1990

2000

2010

2020
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Source: IMF

Material Matters

Risk management

Risks

Business disruption

71

Despite the turbulent landscape, 2020 turned out to be a
banner year for MISC, where we secured projects worth
USD2.8 billion in terms of CAPEX, more than double the
previous year. This included our maiden deepwater FPSO
project in Brazil and our first Chinese charterer, STL, for a
long-term charter contract for six VLECs.

On the positive side, new norms that are based on new
technologies, new business models and new paradigms
could engender faster productivity growth. There are also
areas of opportunity, such as China. As one of the first
countries to bring the outbreak under control and ease
restrictions, China looks set to retain its position as the
growth engine of the world post-COVID.

-2

Sources: OECD, IMF
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2020 was an exceptionally challenging year as the world grappled with the cascading effects sparked by COVID-19. The
energy and shipping industries in which MISC operates were not spared. The cyclicality and volatility that is characteristic of
these industries was evident in 2020, although there are encouraging signs of a recovery in 2021.

Business cyclicality

MISC Berhad / Integrated Annual Report 2020
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OUR
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
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Material Matters

Risk management

Project and financial
performance

Risks

Crude oil dynamics supply, demand and price

Asset availability
and utilisation
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Global upstream E&P CAPEX
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Global offshore spending is forecasted to remain subdued
in 2021 but will slowly rise by the beginning of 2022 partly
contributed by resumption of delayed FID. Assuming oil
prices remain steady around USD50 per barrel, deferred
projects in 2020 and new projects are expected to be
revived and sanctioned in 2021, with potentially 35 to 70
FPSO orders will be awarded over the next five years,
arising mainly from Brazil, Southeast Asia and Africa.

Despite the cutback in capital spending by major oil
companies in 2020, some awards proceeded as planned,
including the Mero 3 FPSO project in Brazil. This FPSO
project will add substantially to the long-term secured profit
of the Offshore Business segment. Importantly, the Mero
3 FPSO breakthrough award lays the path to vie for more
projects in the Atlantic Basin, where most of the large-scale
deepwater FPSO projects are located.

All regions will further cut CAPEX in the offshore segment
in 2021 except for Latin America —more specifically Brazil
as maturing projects are seen to be moving forward in
Brazil despite low oil prices due to their favourable breakeven prices and long field life. South America is the largest
source of newbuild FPSO demand, followed by the Asia
Pacific, with operators eyeing huge fields in Brazil, Guyana
and Australia.

Although the order intake for the Heavy Engineering
segment was severely affected in 2020, fortunately it has
an orderbook backlog to sustain its revenue over the
next few years. In the meantime, it is pursuing business
opportunities in new areas such as the offshore wind farm
sector. It is also intensifying its improvement initiatives
in execution and delivery of its ongoing projects and for
greater competitiveness in bidding.
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2020

Sources: IHS Markit, EIA
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Source: IHS Markit

Material Matters

Risk management

Risks

Crude oil dynamics supply, demand and price

Project and financial
performance
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The upstream onshore sector
bore the brunt of the CAPEX
curtailment while the offshore
sector has been less affected.
The FPS market, in particular, has
proved to be more resilient during
this crisis.

However, lower E&P investment will affect the number
of opportunities available for the Offshore Business
and Marine & Heavy Engineering segments. For the
Petroleum & Product Shipping segment, lower oil
production and demand will post some challenges for its
spot tankers to secure employment in the near term.

80

Ja

The global upstream exploration
and production (E&P) CAPEX
spending is experiencing the
steepest cuts since 2014 due
to the collapse in oil demand. A
number of project awards and
final investment decisions (FID)
were either cancelled or deferred.

As noted above in Economic Recession, despite the
negative market conditions in 2020, MISC successfully
secured major contracts, our financial performance
would be underpinned by existing long-term contracts
even with slower market recovery, and we will focus on
project execution and delivery in the meantime.

Sources: EIA, Reuters, Worldoil.com

90

Source: EIA

OFFSHORE
SECTOR

IMPLICATIONS TO MISC

USD/barrel

Sources: EIA, Reuters
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Despite the uncertainties, global oil consumption and
production is forecasted to rise during 2021 and 2022.
The pace of growth will be dependent on the distribution
and effectiveness of the vaccines and the rate of global
economic recovery. Global oil supply will be impacted by
OPEC+ production cuts in the short term and its growth
will lag recovery in oil demand due to lower investments
in the E&P sector due to reduced capital availability.
There is likely to be limited rebound in US oil shale supply
and output is expected to remain flat at about 11 million
barrels a day in the near term.

90

O
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105

l-1

Continued oil supply cuts by
OPEC+ together with gradual
easing of lockdowns paved the
way for oil prices to regain some
lost ground, eventually reaching
above USD50 per barrel by year
end.

million barrels per day

8

With oil prices tumbling to record
lows in April, the OPEC+ alliance
agreed to implement deep
production cuts in May, removing
approximately 9.7 million barrels
per day of oil production from the
market and ending the oil price
war.

Oil prices are unlikely to mount much of a recovery in
2021 and is expected to linger at USD50-USD60 per
barrel in 2021 and 2022. The rebound in global oil
demand will be gradual and is unlikely to return to 2019
levels before 2022.

World liquid fuels production and consumption balance

Ju

In March 2020, Saudi Arabia and
Russia engaged in an oil price
war to gain market share. As oil
production spiked, a huge oil
surplus started to build amidst the
collapsing demand resulting from
the worldwide lockdowns and
curbs to battle COVID-19.

r-1

OIL MARKET
DOWNTURN

OUTLOOK AND OPPORTUNITIES
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OUR OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
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Petroleum tanker rates were
volatile in 2020. The oil surplus,
intensified by the oil price war,
created a price contango in the
oil market. This led to a rush for
onshore and floating storage,
and tanker spot rates surged
rapidly in mid-March. However,
this was short lived.

The global crude oil tanker market is oversupplied in the
near term as economic activity remains subdued. In the
short to medium term, easing of OPEC+ production cuts
and potential growth in oil (as well as gas) exports from
the Americas – such as from non-OPEC members like
Brazil and the US – could boost tanker and LNG carrier
tonne-mile demand as the main importers are situated in
Asia.

Petroleum tankers average earnings
USD/day
300,000

250,000

200,000

At the same time, slower newbuilding orders and
historically low orderbook are expected to moderate
tonnage growth, while scrapping is expected to gain
momentum, helping the tanker market to rebalance.

150,000

LNG carrier spot rates also
initially declined due to weak
gas demand caused by
lockdowns in key markets.
However, unlike petroleum
shipping, LNG carrier demand
and spot rates rose towards
the year end with the return of
seasonal winter peak demand
in North Asia.
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In May, in response to
plummeting oil prices, the
OPEC+ alliance agreed to new
production cuts. Floating oil
storage peaked around mid2020 and eased for the rest
of the year. Tankers previously
employed in floating storage
added to the available tanker
tonnage. Spot rates tumbled
and remained low for the rest
of the year as the seasonal
peak winter demand for oil and
tankers did not materialise in
2020.

n-

SHIPPING
SECTOR

OUTLOOK AND OPPORTUNITIES

Aframax

Global natural gas supply and demand is forecasted to
recover in 2021, and demand is set to increase steadily
for the next few decades helped by economic growth
in Asia, with the COVID-19 pandemic seen as only a
temporary setback.
Long-term fundamentals for gas remain strong, supported
by growing population and energy demand. Gas is
positioned as a cleaner replacement for coal and as
the transition fuel to renewables. This opens up new
applications and markets for LNG, including as a more
environmentally-friendly, reliable and cost-effective fuel
for the maritime industry. This will drive demand for LNG
carriers and other maritime solutions including LNG
bunkering and LNG to Power (L2P), as well as increased
demand for related services like LNG carrier dry docking
and repair.

LNG Carrier 160k cbm average spot rate
USD/day
250,000

200,000

IMPLICATIONS TO MISC
In a year that saw both ultra-high and ultra-low spot
charter rates, the Petroleum & Product Shipping segment
recorded a higher operating profit over the previous year.
This was through maintaining a mix of long-term contracts
with some spot exposure which provide the agility to
profit from charter rate rises while maintaining a base of
secured income even if spot rates collapse. As part of
its strategy to grow its secured income portfolio, it will
focus on the niche DPST market and grow its DPST fleet
in the Atlantic Basin. 2020 was a muted year for LNG
shipping opportunities due to cancellation or deferment
of new LNG projects due to weak demand coupled with
oversupply of natural gas globally. Notwithstanding, LNG
Asset Solutions successfully ventured into the China and
ethane transport market through its acquisition of six
newbuild VLECs, as well as becoming the region’s first
commercial operator and ship manager of an LBV.
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OUR OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

An improvement in LNG fundamentals has renewed
optimism for developers of new LNG projects. In the
medium term, LNG Asset Solutions will be capitalising on
this trend by pursuing its bread-and-butter conventional
LNG shipping opportunities alongside unconventional
solutions such as L2P, LBV and others.
Meanwhile, MHB’s Marine segment commenced
operations on its newly completed Dry Dock 3, a
significant milestone in its journey to increase its capacity
to capture more recurring business, to conduct repair and
refurbishment services of LNG carriers and other vessels,
FSOs, FPSOs and oil rigs.
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Sources: Clarksons, Reuters, S&P Gobal, EIA
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Climate change

Risk management

Project and financial
performance

Risks

Evolving LNG market

Climate change
and environment

Crude oil dynamics supply, demand and price
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DEMOGRAPHIC
SHIFTS
AND RAPID
URBANISATION

The world’s population is
forecasted to grow from 7.7
billion in 2019 to 9.7 billion
people by 2050, with India
set to overtake China as
the world’s most populous
country.

OUTLOOK AND OPPORTUNITIES
World: Total population
Total population (billions)
13
12

Medium variant

11
10

95% prediction interval

9

Today, 55% of the world’s
population lives in urban
areas, a proportion that is
expected to increase to 68%
by 2050.
A growing urban population
and further economic
development is expected to
lead to increasing consumer
purchasing power which
would drive greater demand
for goods, services and energy
in the coming decades.
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© 2019 United Nations, DESA, Population Division. Licensed under Creative Commons license CC BY 3.0 IGO.
United Nations, DESA, Population Division. World Population Prospects 2019. http://population.un.org/wpp

Source: UN

Source: UN
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SHIFT IN GLOBAL
ECONOMIC
POWER AND
GEOPOLITICS

A new economic world order
is emerging – power is shifting
to fast-developing markets,
particularly China, as a new
middle class rises in emerging
markets. China has already
overtaken the US as the largest
economy based on GDP in
purchasing power parity (PPP)
terms, and could be the largest
economy valued at market
exchange rates before 2030.
Besides China, countries like
India, Russia and Brazil are
also emerging as economic
powerhouses.

Projections for when China’s GDP will overtake the US
to become the world’s biggest
China (surpassing in 2028)
China (surpassing in 2026)
30

20

10

0
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This shifting balance of
economic and geopolitical
power between traditional and
emerging powers will bring
many changes, though it will be
challenging to predict exactly
how the future will unfold.
Source: GMF

2025

2030

Note:
Centre for Economics and Business Research (CEBR)’s projections
Nomura’s projections
GDP measured in trillions (USD)

Source: Nomura/IMF

Additionally, there are long-term societal changes affecting
future generations’ consumption, lifestyle and work
preferences. Future consumers are likely to have stronger
inclination towards sustainably-and-responsibly-sourced
products and services. Likewise the future workforce is likely
to gravitate towards employers who have a clear social and
environmental stance. With greater awareness, society will
also influence changes in policies to favour cleaner energy,
such as natural gas and renewable energy.

Material Matters

Customer
satisfaction

Risks

Business cyclicality

The long-term global economic power shift away from the
established advanced economies is expected to continue
over the period to 2050, as emerging market countries
continue to boost their share of world GDP despite recent
mixed performance in some of these economies.
Chinese economic policy will play a key role in shaping
global trade flows, affecting many industries including energy
and shipping. China’s rise as an economic superpower has
triggered massive expansion of the shipping industry. China
will need to secure even more of the world’s natural resources
and grow markets for its expanding economy.

GDP (USD trillions)

2020

Growth in many emerging
economies will be supported
by relatively fast-growing
populations, which will boost
domestic demand and the size
of the workforce.

United States

Demand for energy resources and global maritime
transportation services is expected to grow together with
population, economic and global trade growth.
With its population expected to grow beyond 5 billion by
2050, Asia looks set to retain its position as the epicentre
of demand for energy and other resources to power its
economy in the coming decades.

In terms of geopolitics, the world order is fragmenting. A
scenario analysis suggests that the relative influence and
leadership of the US and China on the world stage and the
bilateral relationship between them would play a major role
in defining the international landscape. This scenario analysis
found that the highest likelihood outcome for world order in
the decade ahead would not be a unipolar order or a bipolar
Cold War-style competition, but a loose multipolarity.

OUR RESPONSE
MISC will pursue opportunities arising from the increasing
demand for energy, including conventional LNG shipping
and in emerging and niche markets, for example, nonconventional LNG asset solutions, like floating solutions
for LNG transportation, storage, regasification and power
generation.
We will also be assessing maritime opportunities that are in
adjacent or similar markets and those which are in line with
the global energy transition.
In the meantime, we will continue ongoing efforts to weave
environment, social and governance considerations into
the fabric of our day-to-day operations, so as to meet the
expectations of society and continue to be an employer of
choice in the long term.

Values and
governance

Business disruption

Skilled
workforce
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MEDIUM TO LONG TERM

Climate
change
Asset availability and
utilisation

The continuing rise of China and other fast-growing countries
will drive demand for shipping and energy and create
opportunities which can benefit MISC in the long term.
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MISC has entered the Chinese market through its charter of
six VLECs to STL, which has provided an avenue to further
expand its business in the country. Brazil is growing its oil
output and Offshore Business segment’s Mero 3 FPSO
project win opens the door to more opportunities in Brazil and
the Atlantic Basin.
In exploiting these opportunities however, MISC will need to
tread carefully to manage risks such as trade or geopolitical
disputes.

In the coming years, the shipping industry may face mounting
political interference in trade, alongside increasing nationalism
and de-globalisation, which could lead to shortening or
rationalisation of shipping routes.
Sources: CSIS, GMF

Material Matters

Risk management

Risks

Increasing geopolitical instability
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OUR OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

MEDIUM TO LONG TERM

CLIMATE CHANGE
AND INCREASING
ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARENESS

Environmental issues are
attracting broader attention
and calls for climate action are
growing louder.
The crisis caused by
COVID-19 could create new
momentum for climate change
initiatives, by triggering ‘green’
government funding to rebuild
the economy and spur longterm changes within many
sectors towards a low-carbon
economy.

Emissions* and expected warming by 2100
Gigatonnes of CO2 equivalent

150

If countries
do not act
4.1 - 4.8ºC
100

Following current
policies (enacted)
2.8 - 3.2ºC
Following current
pledges (not enacted)
2.5 - 2.8ºC

50

0
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The new US administration
has set forth an ambitious
agenda to achieve net zero
emissions and rejoined the
Paris climate accord. A
growing number of oil and gas
companies have set carbon
reduction aspirations and
leading players in the shipping
industry have pledged to
continuously reduce emissions
to meet more stringent
targets set by the International
Maritime Organization (IMO).
Sources: IMO, GMF

2020

2040

2060

2080

* Emissions are in Gigatonnes of CO2 equivalent

Source: BBC

2100

OUTLOOK AND OPPORTUNITIES

OUR RESPONSE

Natural gas remains key in the energy mix going forward
and will continue to grow, taking market share mainly
from coal. Renewables are gaining momentum and will
cannibalise demand for coal and oil, but oil will continue to
play a major role in the world’s energy mix even until 2050.
In the longer term, hydrocarbons may be out of favour,
and demand is projected to decline. Renewables will see
the biggest growth in the world’s energy mix in the next 20
years driven by technological advances.

MISC is currently formulating a long-term strategy to ensure
our continued competitiveness and relevance towards a
low and zero carbon economy.

For the shipping sector, the IMO has set the ambition of
reducing the industry’s GHG emissions by at least 50% by
2050 compared to 2008; and reducing the carbon intensity
of ships by 40% by 2030, and 70% by 2050 compared to
2008 levels.
An important consideration is that a commercial vessel is
capital-intensive with a typical life span of 20-25 years. To
deliver on IMO 2050 targets, zero-emission vessels will
need to enter the commercial fleet by 2030.
For the moment, LNG-fuelled vessels offer the best bridging
solution, as technological solutions to fully achieve IMO
2050 targets are not yet available. However, ammonia and
hydrogen are touted as zero-carbon emission alternatives
to carbon-based marine fuel. Potential technological
breakthroughs in ammonia and hydrogen might result in
them eventually displacing LNG as the clean fuel of choice
for shipping.
Sources: IMO, GMF

In the meantime, MISC is already taking steps to evolve and
stay ahead in the industry through the following efforts:
• MISC is a founding member of ‘The Castor Initiative’,
an alliance among six industry players to jointly develop
commercially-viable deep-sea zero-emission vessels by
2030 using ammonia as a fuel
• In addition to pursuing conventional LNG shipping,
LNG Assets Solutions will tap further on LNG
bunkering opportunities as demand for LNG as marine
fuel is expected to pick up. Potential technological
breakthroughs in ammonia and hydrogen will provide the
segment new opportunities to grow its non-conventional
market
• Petroleum & Product Shipping segment is a pioneer in
LNG dual-fuel vessels and is committed to growing its
fleet of LNG-powered vessels. It aspires to accelerate its
own emissions reduction effort and meet the IMO 2030
goals earlier. The segment is focusing on participation in
other low-carbon maritime services either on its own or
through strategic partnership
• Marine & Heavy Engineering segment is capitalising on its
oil and gas fabrication capabilities to cater to fabrication
of structures for the offshore wind farm market
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• Offshore Business segment is exploring opportunities and
collaboration with clients on addressing climate change
on existing assets, future projects and new business lines
For more details, refer to Business Review section on
pages 136 to 169 and Anchoring Sustainability @ MISC
section on page 105.

Climate change

Ocean health

Risks

Peak oil

Climate change and
environment

Natural resource use
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Material Matters

The pace of digitalisation
in the energy sector is also
increasing and investment in
digital technologies by energy
companies has risen sharply
over the last few years. Oil
and gas companies are
looking into non-traditional
partnerships, for example with
technology, transportation
and commercial companies
to develop cost-effective
solutions across their supply
chains.

Sources: IEA, GMF
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44%

40%
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There will be an increase in investments in emerging
technologies providing a wider use of green energy sources
and increasing alternative fuel options. Advancements in
technology and digital transformation will be accelerated
to address decarbonation goals with more cross-sectoral
collaboration efforts and technology-based partnerships
among industry leaders.
For the maritime transport sector, digitalisation will help the
industry respond to the increased demand with enhanced
safety and efficiency whilst green technology enables costeffective and environmentally friendly operations.

20%
10%

Competitiveness

0

OUR RESPONSE
MISC will continue to focus on improvement in voyage
planning and digitalisation initiatives to optimise fuel
consumption and reduce carbon emissions. MISC has
also been investing in R&D in digitalisation and innovation
applications such as safety and risk management
digitisation systems, integration of inventory management
systems and data-driven shipmanagement system.
Further details on this investment can be found in
Anchoring Sustainability @ MISC section on page 107.
To keep up with market developments and to maintain
our competitive advantage, we will leverage on digital
technologies and continuously enhance and strengthen our
internal capabilities with regards to technology requirements
for greater operational efficiencies. The Group is driving the
internal transformation in the areas of finance, procurement
and document management towards becoming a datadriven organisation.
There are also opportunities to commercialise LNG
asset-based solutions whilst identifying and maturing
non-conventional solutions. Meanwhile, the Offshore
Business segment is in the process of identifying and
potentially implementing available new technologies for
offshore asset efficiency or for greater Offshore Business’
commercialisation.

*Based on survey results of more than 350 shipowners
and shipmanagers on reasons for digital adoption
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80%

Safety

Technological advances such
as blockchain applications,
cargo and vessel tracking,
autonomous ships and
artificial intelligence, hold
opportunities for the global
shipping industry to better
meet the needs of their
customers. Similarly, R&D
efforts on new fuels and
propulsion systems as well
as technology for reducing
emissions are coming to the
fore.

Survey: Top five motives for digitalisation
(%)

Customer
value

The rising tide of technology
has been reshaping the
maritime industry and more
change is expected in the
future. Commercial and
environmental needs are
driving these transformations
and technology is a key
enabler.

Regulation/
certification

ADVANCEMENT
IN TECHNOLOGY
AND
DIGITALISATION

OUTLOOK AND OPPORTUNITIES
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Source: Llyod‘s List

Material Matters

Health and safety

Risk management

Risks

Cybersecurity

Increased automation
and connectivity

Digitalisation and
innovation
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MEDIUM TO LONG TERM

Increase
efficiency
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MISC began monitoring the COVID-19
situation as early as December 2019,
when we implemented HSSE advisories
to safeguard our employees from
potential infection. At that point, the
virus had only been detected in China.
By early February 2020, the situation
had worsened and MISC instituted the
Pandemic Response Team to chart the
best course forward.
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In March 2020, infection rates hit critical
mass, and the World Health Organisation
officially declared it a pandemic. Global
lockdowns, border closures and
movement restrictions were announced
to curb the spread of the virus. While
many businesses pivoted to work from
home arrangements, to enable their
employees to continue working in safety,
this was a luxury that could not be
afforded to MISC’s employees such as
the seafarers working at Eaglestar and
AET, offshore workers on our floating
assets, shipyard workers at MHB, and
MMS’ marine technical, consultancy
employees, inspectors and engineers.
These employees continue to be MISC’s
front liners, risking themselves every
single day to keep trade and commerce
flowing around the world. The high risk
of infection our front liners face has
caused significant anxiety. With mental
health a challenge for our employees, we
provided them the right support to fortify
their mental strength.

Some of the mental health measures/support provided to our employees are:

Employee Assistance Programme, a hotline which our employees can
call to speak to specialist consultants who provide them independent
counselling. Advice covering health, legal matters, financial difficulties
and family issues, is provided by a third-party service provider, and all
communications are kept private and confidential

Online mindfulness sessions which taught our employees relaxation
techniques to help them manage stress and anxiety

Online workout sessions made available through various online portals
i.e. YouTube and Facebook

As the vessels were having minimal or almost no physical contact with the shore, the management and shore
employees embarked on the following initiatives to reduce anxiety among the crew and maintain high spirits to push
through the challenging times together:
Increased communications between our shore employees and our seafarers. Eaglestar’s management, comprising of
the CEO and Directors of various divisions, have been in constant engagement with the crew to advise and share on
management’s efforts in managing the crew change crisis
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The COVID-19 crisis has disrupted
business operations globally where no
industry was spared from the implications
of the economic fallout triggered by the
outbreak. Companies that continued
to operate throughout the COVID-19
pandemic have had to come up with
novel ways of keeping their employees
safe. At the onset of the pandemic, very
little was known about the virus. Existing
health and safety standard operating
procedures (SOP) in the Pandemic
Response Plan had to be adapted and
updated based on learnings culled from
a wide range of reputable sources, all of
which continue until today.

Increased the amount of interaction between crew members and their families at home by providing more video calls
for the crew

As the pandemic persists, the crew change crisis has become one that the maritime industry can no longer ignore. In January 2021,
the MISC Group, comprising of MISC, AET and Eaglestar signed the Neptune Declaration on Seafarer Wellbeing and Crew Change.
MISC along with over 300 companies and organisations who are signatories of the Declaration are coming together to resolve the
crisis across the entire maritime value chain as soon as possible.

Maintaining Workers Safety at our Shipyards
Keeping our Seafarers Safe
We considered it our outmost priority to ensure that our employees, especially the
crew, remained safe to ensure flawless operations. While the initial stage proved to be
challenging, Eaglestar proactively devised COVID-19 guidelines for crew change which
has been successful in minimising the spread of the virus on board our vessels.
Keeping our employees safe was inextricably linked to assuring our customers that
they could utilise our crew and vessels to conduct their global trade arrangements
securely, and expect safe and timely deliveries of their cargo. We developed a robust
plan that covered various aspects of the seafaring trade, and each vessel had its own
Ship Pandemic Plan.
The maritime industry has been severely hit by the crew change crisis. Logistic
limitations, closure of ports and borders, and high risk of COVID-19 infections are
resulting in the extended stay of crew onboard the vessel. Besides the logistic
challenges, the joining and repatriation of crew was challenging due to constant
changes in the different SOPs issued by the respective countries. Shore leave for crew
members were suspended to better manage the crew change situation.

Workers at MHB’s shipyards in Pasir Gudang are also facing their own set of unique challenges as they continue to work through
various lockdown cycles. As of the end of September 2020, we had a total of 7,000 people at our premises, working on various
projects. As the projects were completed and delivered, the number of workers onsite reduced in tandem, to 4,200 as at the end
of December 2020.
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To keep our employees safe, we did the following at our shipyards:
Segregated working areas according to each project, especially at the workshop and fabrication sites. Workshops
were further partitioned with barricades to ensure a clear demarcation between projects and keep workers socially
distanced from each other

Opened up two gates for workers to use to enter and leave the yards in staggered timing to reduce human traffic
flow. We installed thermal camera scanners at the gates to record the workers’ temperatures automatically

Staggered break times and lunch hours to minimise the number of people congregating

Frequently communicated with our employees to keep them updated on the latest COVID-19 news and SOPs
through email, updates on the portal, SMS and briefing

In the course of the year, any suspected or confirmed COVID-19 case within the facilities or onboard the vessel was managed
in accordance to the authorities’ guidelines. We shared lessons learnt with the Johor State Health Department and Johor Port
Authority, and this collaborative knowledge sharing led to the government enforcing more stringent requirements for vessels planned
to be repaired and serviced to undergo a 14-day quarantine period before they berthed.
The challenges of the pandemic have taught us that it is possible to overcome difficulties if we are all of “One Heart. One Mind. One
Dream.” Regardless of the difficulties we encountered, the entire MISC family stands strong and unified, and continues to put our
best foot forward in all that we do.
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SPECIAL FEATURE
OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19

We are cognisant of the presence of risks in our decisions and activities, and thus we recognise the importance of carefully
managing our risk exposure whilst pursuing our strategic and business objectives, with the ultimate aim of ensuring sustainable
value creation over the long term for our stakeholders. To this end, MISC maintains a structured risk management framework that is
integrated into the value creation process across all our businesses.
Details of the Group’s risk management framework and processes can be found in the Statement on Risk Management and Internal
Control on pages 294 to 307.
The following are the key risks that the Group is currently facing and our responses to those risks:

Capitals Affected:
Financial | Physical | Human

Description:
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ASSET AVAILABILITY AND UTILISATION

Material Matters:
Project and Financial Performance |
Customer Satisfaction

Material Matters:
Project and Financial Performance |
Customer Satisfaction

Capitals Affected:
Financial | Physical

Capitals Affected:
Financial | Physical | Intellectual |
Social and Relationship | Human

Description:

BUSINESS CYCLICALITY
Material Matters:
Project and Financial Performance

EVOLVING LNG MARKET

Mitigation / Response:

The highly cyclical nature of the shipping markets
makes it a challenge to generate predictable cash
flows and earnings to sustain our borrowings on capital
expenditures. Tonnage oversupply in the petroleum and
LNG shipping sectors could place downward pressure
on charter rates.

•
•
•

Trend:
Neutral

Continue growing the proportion of assets that generate
stable long-term income, while maintaining flexibility to
take advantage during positive cycles which benefit the
Group

The LNG market has been evolving, characterised
by shorter duration LNG contracts, the increasing
participation of commodity traders and a growing spot/
short-term market. As a result, the LNG shipping market
is also changing, with shorter charter periods, new
counterparties, and a more liquid spot market.
Competition in the segment is also expected to rise from
new entrants.

Introducing floor and ceiling rates for some of our spot
vessels to reduce the volatility of revenue during low
summer seasons and peak winter seasons

Trend:
Upward

Developing and growing new recurring income segments
and businesses to diversify our revenue, such as shuttle
tankers and ethane carriers

Mitigation / Response:

•
•

Description:
Under-utilisation or unavailability of vessels, floating
assets and facilities would affect the Group’s earnings.
Ineffective management of asset maintenance and
operations efficiency would lead to asset breakdowns
ultimately resulting in prolonged off-hire periods.
Trend:
Neutral
Mitigation / Response:

•

Being prudent and selective in bidding for new
projects, and where feasible, to take advantage of
the short-term/spot shipping market opportunities
that present themselves
Venturing into promising LNG asset-based solutions
such as LNG bunkering or adjacent markets with
growth potential such as ethane transportation
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES

•
•

Implementing and continuously reviewing standard
operating procedures on asset operations and
maintenance to maintain high asset availability and
uptime rates
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Maintaining highly-skilled and trained personnel to
operate assets at an optimal level
Leveraging on technology and Internet of Things in
developing effective maintenance schedule

BUSINESS DISRUPTION
Capitals Affected:
Financial | Physical | Human |
Social and Relationship

Description:
The risk of disruption to business and operations arose
during the year as industries across the globe were
faced with challenges on the impact of COVID-19
pandemic.
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Trend:
Upward

CRUDE OIL DYNAMICS, SUPPLY, DEMAND AND PRICE
Material Matters:
Project and Financial Performance | Customer Satisfaction

Capitals Affected:
Financial | Physical | Human

Mitigation / Response:

•

•

Ensuring effective implementation of our Business
Continuity Management (BCM) and Crisis Management
Plan (CMP) so that all critical business functions can
be resumed promptly in various business disruptive
scenarios, including in a pandemic situation
Reviewing contractual obligations which covers all areas
including force majeure to protect the company’s interest
in the event of unforeseen business disruption

Description:

Mitigation / Response:

Reduced opportunities in the Offshore
Business, Petroleum & Product Shipping,
and Marine & Heavy Engineering
segments from continued low and
volatile oil price environment due to oil
and gas players stepping back from
venturing into new upstream oil and gas
projects.

•
•

Maintaining a diversified portfolio of core businesses

•

Developing and venturing into new recurring businesses and broadening
our asset portfolio into new asset classes such as ethane carriers and LNG
bunker vessels

Trend:
Upward

•

•

Strengthening business model and strategic direction focusing on long-term
contracts, which are not affected by short-term oil price movements

Pursuing an optimal tanker fleet such as through the sale of assets during
low market environment to help protect against headwinds in the cyclical
market while ensuring continued operational excellence
Exploring opportunities in fabricating wind farm structure, taking advantage of
energy transition initiatives by energy players
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Material Matters:
Project and Financial Performance |
Risk Management

Material Matters:
Project and Financial Performance |
Business Knowledge and Expertise

Capitals Affected:
Financial | Physical | Intellectual |
Social and Relationship | Human

Description:
In new shipbuilding and construction of own assets,
conversion of vessels and floaters, delivering clients’
orders/contracts, or even internal process improvements
and enhancements, it is imperative that the Group
maintains an effective project management process and
implementation throughout. Potential delay of project
completion, cost overruns and quality shortcomings,
among others, are risks associated with project
management which may result in delayed earnings,
missed opportunities, reputation loss and even litigation
cases.

Mitigation / Response:

•
•
•

Establishing dedicated project management teams for all
projects, involving subject matter experts (SMEs) to ensure
detailed planning and efficient project implementation
Ensuring project governance and controls are in place for
every project, through the establishment, promotion and
adherence to project management procedures throughout
the Group
Carrying out independent project reviews via the Project
Risk Assessment (PRA) platform that deliberates risks
associated with each project

Trend:
Neutral

HEALTH AND SAFETY

CYBERSECURITY

Material Matters:
Health and Safety |
Customer Satisfaction

Material Matters:
Health and Safety |
Risk Management

Capitals Affected:
Human | Financial | Physical |
Social and Relationship |
Natural

Capitals Affected:
Financial | Physical |
Human | Intellectual
Description:
Cybersecurity incidences recorded an increasing trend
globally, including cyberattacks in the shipping and oil
and gas industry. The growing trend of digitalisation
and automation, added with the implementation of
alternative working arrangements (e.g. work from home),
increases the cybersecurity risk and exposure.

Description:
Any major HSSE incidents involving any one of our
assets may result in injury or loss of life, asset or
environmental damage, financial or reputational impact.
Trend:
Neutral

Trend:
Upward

Mitigation / Response:

•
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Mitigation / Response:

A strict HSSE policy is adopted and embedded into
the Group’s working culture

•

The GHSSE council continuously monitors all HSSErelated risks and matters as well as implementation of
improvement initiatives

•

DEVELOPING AND RETAINING TALENT
Material Matters:
Employee Engagement | Diversity and Inclusion
Description:
In the fast pace and evolving environment, failure to
retain a good human capital team, as well as inability to
significantly equip employees with up to date knowledge
and skills, may impair the effective rollout of the Group’s
strategic objectives in the long run.
Trend:
Neutral
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT

MISC’s cybersecurity team continuously upgrades
and strengthens cybersecurity controls throughout
the Group’s IT landscape
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Periodically performing detailed cybersecurity
assessments to identify potential vulnerabilities and
weaknesses and testing our information systems’
susceptibility to attacks and closing any gaps
identified from the assessments

Capitals Affected:
Human | Social and Relationship
Mitigation / Response:

•
•
•

Undertaking detailed succession planning and initiatives
to ensure a sustainable pipeline of talent is available to
meet the Group’s requirements, including identifying and
developing future leaders
Deploying a structured and holistic development process
with the objective of continuously building employees’
competency and capability level. This ultimately caters for
the need of readily-available successors at all levels
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Providing clear direction and career growth opportunities
to employees, in addition to keeping up to date with
employee scheme and rewards that are competitive
throughout the industry

GOVERNANCE AND INTEGRITY
Material Matters:
Values and Governance

Capitals Affected:
Social and Relationship | Financial

Description:
Non-compliance to regulations or violation to any laws
such as bribery and corruption, misuse of confidential
data and information, manipulation of conflict of interest
positions, infringement of human rights and modern
slavery, breach of economic sanctions and export
control regulations may well lead to litigation risks,
financial impacts and reputational damage.

Trend:
Neutral

Mitigation / Response:

•
•

•

Ensuring strict adoption and implementation of policies
such as Anti-Bribery and Corruption (ABC) as well as
Code of Conduct and Business Ethics (CoBE)
Carrying out structured implementation of compliance
initiatives of which the aim is to create a mature
compliance and ethics culture, where ethics and integrity
become part of all business conduct and transactions.
This includes the involvement and commitment across all
levels, and up to the Board and Management
Implementing tight internal controls and conducting
assurance activities to monitor adherence to regulations
and policies
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OUR RISKS AND
MITIGATION STRATEGIES

EMERGING RISKS
CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENT
Material Matters:
Climate Change | Ocean Health |
Natural Resource Use

Capitals Affected:
Natural | Financial | Physical |
Social and Relationship

Description:

Mitigation / Response:

Regulators and lawmakers across industries, including
in maritime, are moving towards stricter rules to meet
international decarbonisation goals. This, in time, may
result in higher CAPEX for the Group to equip its assets
to meet these requirements. Potential implementation of
carbon pricing by the shipping industry regulators may
lead to higher operating costs.

•

•

The Group has proactively embarked on shipping
decarbonisation initiatives such as the collaboration with
other industry leaders to develop an ammonia-fuelled
tanker. This is in line with the Group’s sustainability
programme, whereby the objective is to support IMO’s
2030 and 2050 shipping industry targets
Continue investing in more sustainable and
environmentally friendly shipping solutions such as the
LNG dual-fuel and Volatile Organic Compound Systems

INCREASING GEOPOLITICAL INSTABILITY
Material Matters:
Project and Financial Performance

Capitals Affected:
Financial | Physical | Social and Relationship | Human

Description:

Mitigation / Response:

Trade wars, territorial disputes, sanctions, terrorism and
increase trend in piracy forms part of the overall increase
in geopolitical instability that potentially result in adverse
commercial impact (risk of decline in demand due to
reduced global trade), operational safety and missed
opportunities (i.e. inability to conduct business with
sanctioned countries or entities).

•

Be selective and prudent in bidding for new projects and
business opportunities, ensuring all factors are taken into
account including the geopolitical aspect. A holistic risk
assessment is performed on each project and business
opportunity

•

Seek continuous improvement and further strengthen
contracts and agreements to protect the Group’s interests

•

Increase operating controls on existing projects and
tighten security of assets
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Material Matters:
Project and Financial Performance |
Climate Change

INCREASING AUTOMATION AND CONNECTIVITY
Capitals Affected:
Natural | Social and Relationship |
Financial | Physical

Material Matters:
Project and Financial Performance |
Customer Satisfaction

Capitals Affected:
Financial | Physical | Human |
Intellectual
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Description:

Mitigation / Response:

Description:

Mitigation / Response:

The focus on peak oil risk has shifted from the global
crude oil production and supply, towards the risk of
its decline in demand. This resulted from the potential
rise of alternative energy sources and new efficient
technologies which are deemed as more environmentally
friendly. Based on various research and publications,
oil demand is projected to reach its peak somewhere
between 2035 to the 2040s.

•

Identify climate-related risks and opportunities, and
conduct scenario analysis to position MISC to be ready for
the new industry landscape post-peak oil

•

•

Continue to explore opportunities to diversify our business
portfolio and activities

Fast-moving technology introduction in the maritime
industry including the move towards automation,
digitalisation, artificial intelligence and other maritime
related technology may pose a threat, accelerate asset
obsolescence and further requiring the reskilling of the
workforce.

Direct adequate capital and resource investments into
digitalisation upgrades and initiatives for assets, as well
as transformation of internal processes and systems
to accommodate the fast-changing environment and
increasing demand for automation in the industry.
Ensure that new orders/assets are equipped with latest
technology (including roadmap for technology upgrades),
which are consistent with the assets’ estimated lifespan

•

Continuously retool and reskill the workforce in adapting to
new working environment
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PEAK OIL

In 2020, we continued to diligently execute and deliver on the MISC2020 corporate strategy and the 2016-2020 Sustainability
Strategy, undeterred by the turbulent external environment. As 2020 is the final year of both strategic plans, we set out our
five-year achievements in this section.
In summary, over the past five years, MISC has demonstrated our capabilities to compete with the best in the international
market in winning projects and delivering on our commitments to customers. Our people have exhibited passion, tenacity and
agility to meet the strategic priorities set. We have also made meaningful progress in building a sustainability-oriented culture
towards perpetuating our organisation for the long term. The strategies under MISC2020 have boded well in the past five
years and has been stress-tested by the extreme combination of COVID-19, crash in oil price and global economic recession
in 2020. The secured income strategy has provided stability to the Group with a large base being built up to ride through any
future economic headwinds as we journey onwards.

MISC2020 ACHIEVEMENTS
As explained in Our Strategic Focus section on pages 64 to 65, the five-year MISC2020 strategic plan was developed in late 2015,
against a backdrop of a collapse in the oil price. At the same time, the Group was facing the prospect of tapering revenues due
to future contract expirations. MISC2020 was thus crafted with the targets of achieving a sustainable level of secured profits and
ROACE with the aim for MISC to stay tenable in the worst of cycles.
The oil, petroleum and LNG shipping markets continued to be volatile during
the past five years as they went through their respective market cycles and
disruptive events such as trade and price wars, geopolitical incidences,
sanctions and a global pandemic. Nevertheless, for MISC, the strategy based
on secured income was the right move for us during this period and has paid
dividends.
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Guided by the strategic priorities under MISC2020, the Group focused on
winning long-term contracts with reputable clients in identified growth markets.
The projects secured in terms of capital expenditure has grown steadily year
on year and 2020 was the most successful year as we secured USD2.8
billion in new investments. These assets and contracts will contribute towards
replenishing and growing our secured income in the future.

Capex Value for Projects Secured
USD’mil
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In the last five years, we have consistently maintained a high dividend payout percentage
of more than 25% of our annual CFO, with payment of 30 sen per share from 2016 to
2018, and increased to 33 sen in 2019 and 2020. This is in line with our goal to deliver
sustainable returns to our shareholders.
Prior to the development of MISC2020, the Group’s ROACE was averaging between 7%
to 8% from 2013 to 2015. However, the average ROACE for the five-year period from
2016 to 2020 (MISC2020) dipped to 4.3%, which reflects, amongst others, one-off items
and impairments recognised as required by the accounting standards, as well as the
impact of accounting treatment of finance lease for new assets which replaced expiring
assets recognised under operating lease. There is a mismatch between cash flows and
accounting profit recognised under finance lease as compared to operating lease. These
affected the overall ROACE measurement, which does not reflect the true performance of
the Group.
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Over the years, Management believes that a metric based on cash flow, such as CFO
return on total assets (CFROA), would be more reflective of MISC’s performance. Based
on CFROA, MISC’s ratios have been fairly stable at around 9%-11%, with the exception
of 2018, where it fell to 8% due to the reasons stated earlier. We have therefore moved
towards this cash flow-based measurement in determining our return on assets, which
better reflects the stable returns and secured cash flows that we generate from our longterm charter contracts.
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The Group’s ROACE was also impacted by volatile performance in the Petroleum &
Product Shipping and Marine & Heavy Engineering segments, as well as the impact of the
GKL arbitration that significantly impacted the earnings in 2020.
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As we move beyond 2020, the Group continues to emphasise on secured income as a
strategic agenda moving forward to ensure that we are able to withstand any major shocks
and ride through the volatility of the market environment.
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DELIVERING
OUR STRATEGY

Over the five-year period, MISC delivered strong and relatively stable cash flows from
operations (CFO) of above RM4.1 billion per year and exceeding RM5.5 billion in 2019 and
2020. The dip in 2017 and 2018 was mainly due to the very challenging crude oil tanker
market as well as several charter expiries during that time. The proportion of total CFO
contributed by secured income contracts also rose over the period, ranging from around
80% to about 90% currently. Net profit after tax (NPAT) did not move entirely in tandem
with CFO during the period mainly due to the manner in which revenue and profit is
recognised for contracts under finance lease accounting as well as one-off non-cash items.
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Below are the detailed results of the five-year MISC2020 and 2016 - 2020 Sustainability strategic priorities:

KEY FOCUS AREA
MATERIAL MATTERS

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

REFERENCE TO
OTHER SECTIONS

UNSDG

PILLAR/KEY FOCUS AREA 1: TO DRIVE SUSTAINABLE VALUE FOR OUR SHAREHOLDERS
LNG Asset Solutions
i.

Grow shipping business including third party business
portfolio
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ii. Develop non-conventional LNG solutions to broaden
our revenue sources

Participated in various tenders since 2016 and successfully secured long-term
contracts from four new third-party clients:
» ENI SPA for two mid-size LNG vessels on a five-year charter contract (2018)
» SeaRiver Maritime LLC (a subsidiary of ExxonMobil) for two LNG carriers on a
15-year charter contract (2019)
» Diamond Gas International Pte. Ltd. (a subsidiary of Mitsubishi Corporation), via a
partnership with NYK and Mitsubishi Corporation for two LNG carriers on an
18-year charter contract (2019)
» Zhejiang Satellite Petrochemical Co. Ltd. (STL) for six VLECs on a 15-year charter
contract; this also marked MISC’s entry into the China market (2020)
Participated in various tenders since 2016 to capture non-conventional LNG business,
and successfully expanded into the ethane transport business in 2020 with the
acquisition of six VLECs on long-term charters with STL as noted above. Two vessels
have been delivered in December 2020 and January 2021 respectively
MISC marked its maiden foray as the commercial operator and ship manager for
Southeast Asia’s first LNG bunker vessel (LBV) in 2020. This LBV is chartered by
PETRONAS LNG Sdn. Bhd. for a period of three years

LNG Asset
Solutions
Business Review
on pages 136 to
143
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Project and financial performance
Risk management
Values and governance

KEY FOCUS AREA
MATERIAL MATTERS

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

REFERENCE TO
OTHER SECTIONS

PILLAR/KEY FOCUS AREA 1: TO DRIVE SUSTAINABLE VALUE FOR OUR SHAREHOLDERS
Petroleum & Product Shipping
i.

Secure more time charters for conventional fleet

Secured EBIT has increased more than 100% from 2015 on the back of increased
secured contracts through the following efforts:
» Secured several new time charter contracts for mid-sized tanker and VLCC
segments
» Renewed several long-term time charter contracts in our mid-sized tanker and
VLCC segments
» Scaled back chemical fleet through the sale of all seven A-class and redelivery of
two L-class vessels which were mainly on spot charters

Petroleum
& Product
Shipping
Business Review
on pages 144
to 153
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Further grew secured income portfolio through long-term charters with Total for two
newbuild LNG dual-fuel VLCCs (2020)
Seized opportunities to grow DPST market share in both the North Sea and Latin
America and secured multiple contracts from 2017 to 2020 to provide DPST
newbuilds to several oil majors such as Equinor, Shell Brazil and Petrobras
» Latest contract won in 2020 was for three Suezmax second-generation DPSTs by
Petrobras
» In 2015, there were four DPSTs on long-term charter. By the end of 2020, this
had grown to ten units. With seven DPSTs under construction as at 31 December
2020, this will bring the total DPST fleet to 17 units by 2022
Established new niche market for the new breed of green and environmentally-friendly
vessels
» Took delivery of two Aframax newbuildings equipped with LNG dual-fuel systems
in 2019
» The Total contract won in 2020 as noted above are for two of our first LNG dualfuel VLCCs
» Included in the new DPST contracts won as noted above are for two of the world’s
first LNG dual-fuel second-generation DPSTs for Equinor and four eco-friendly
DPSTs for Petrobras

Section
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Offshore Business
i.

Explore acquisition opportunities selectively arising
from asset divestments by oil and gas players globally

ii. Pursue organic growth and expand international
footprint, especially to South America/West Africa,
where the FPSO opportunities are

Explored and evaluated opportunities but none materialised. With the recovery of
the oil price, focus was given to organic growth but continue to look for acquisition
opportunities that meet MISC’s investment criteria
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Pursued floater opportunities in the Asia Pacific and Middle East region from 2016-2020,
and expanded footprint as a leading player in providing offshore solutions in the ASEAN
region through several major projects secured as follows:
» FSO Benchamas 2, which achieved first oil in 2018, is leased by Chevron Offshore
Thailand Limited for a firm period of ten years
» FSO Mekar Bergading is leased to Hess Exploration and Production Malaysia B.V.,
a subsidiary of Hess Corporation for a firm period of 16 years
» FSO Golden Star, which received its first condensate/oil in December 2020 at Sao
Vang and Dai Nguyet (SVDN) Project in Vietnam in December 2020, is leased by
Idemitsu Kosan for a firm period of seven years
Undertook a major multi-year capability building exercise to ready ourselves for the
Atlantic Basin FPSO market and actively participated in tenders in the region
» Secured first deepwater FPSO project in Latin America from Petrobras for Mero 3
FPSO project (2020)
Successfully secured extension of charter period for some of MISC’s existing assets,
with the latest contract extension secured in 2020 for FPSO Espirito Santo

Section
4
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Offshore
Business
Business Review
on pages 154
to 159
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ii. Expand niche market assets such as shuttle tankers
with time charters

KEY FOCUS AREA
MATERIAL MATTERS

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

REFERENCE TO
OTHER SECTIONS

PILLAR/KEY FOCUS AREA 1: TO DRIVE SUSTAINABLE VALUE FOR OUR SHAREHOLDERS
Marine & Heavy Engineering
i.

Develop engineering-related solutions and larger
recurring income base e.g. marine repair business, to
diversify revenue and reduce the impact on cyclicality
of the business

The completion and commencement of operations of Dry Dock 3 in December 2020
will enable higher contribution from the recurring marine repair business to the
segment’s bottom line
Secured three plant maintenance and turnaround contracts in 2019 and is still pursuing
opportunities in modular structure fabrication and renewable energy (offshore wind farms)

Marine & Heavy
Engineering
Business Review
on pages 160
to 169

Secured the following major EPCIC contracts which has bolstered the order book for the
next few years:
» EPCIC contract for the Kasawari Gas Development project from PCSB
» EPCIC contract for Bokor project from PCSB
ii. Manage cost and process efficiency

Section
4

Managing cost and process efficiency is an ongoing initiative. Below are some of the
efforts:
Business
» Revised commercial bidding procedure for process standardisation and focused
on price competitiveness and operational excellence via bid cost reduction and
productivity improvement initiatives
» Developed partnership with vendors and subcontractors to develop a win-win
partnership model
Section
4

Operations
» Reinforced internal process control and strengthened project planning via the
development and continuous upgrading of integrated digital database and dashboard
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Capability
» Up-skilling manpower through capability development programme, focusing on
Transportation & Installation capability to strengthen EPCIC offering
Shareholders
i.

Broaden engagement activities to give greater visibility
to investors

Organised various analyst/investor engagement sessions throughout the five years,
such as annual CEO engagement sessions, investors and analysts Maritime Day
at ALAM and participated in investor conferences to share business updates and
showcase our assets/business segments that contribute to MISC’s business
As we were unable to organise any physical and external events for our investors
due to COVID-19 pandemic and movement restrictions order in 2020, we moved our
engagement sessions onto the online platform

Anchoring
Sustainability
@ MISC on
pages 107 to
113

Further details of our stakeholders’ engagement are on pages 107 to 113

Customer satisfaction

i.

Increase standard of customer experience through efforts to exceed their
expectations

Conducted MISC Group Customers Engagement Survey for our key customers in
2018 and 2020. In 2020, we achieved overall satisfaction of 89%, and the results
validated that MISC Group met the expectations of our customers
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In our efforts to continuously improve, an action plan with respect to the identified
areas of recommendation was developed and progressively implemented
Diversification of our product line to include green vessels which are eco efficient and
low carbon emission since 2016
ii. Improve customer perception and interaction

Regular engagement activities with customers by the business units and subsidiaries
to better understand their needs. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, most of
our engagements were done through virtual meetings and events

Stakeholder
Engagement on
pages 107 to
113
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PILLAR/KEY FOCUS AREA 2: TO EXCEED THE EXPECTATIONS OF OUR CUSTOMERS

KEY FOCUS AREA
MATERIAL MATTERS

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

REFERENCE TO
OTHER SECTIONS

PILLAR/KEY FOCUS AREA 3: TO MAINTAIN A SUSTAINABLE GOVERNANCE AND BUSINESS ETHICS FRAMEWORK
Values and governance

i.

To embed business ethics and ethical conduct as a cultural component
within the organisation

Established and implemented MISC Compliance and Business Ethics Framework
2016-2020
Successfully obtained ISO37001:2016 Anti Bribery Management System certification
for MISC Berhad and our subsidiaries; AET and MHB

Operating
Responsibly on
pages 228 to
237

In 2019, we developed Human Rights Commitment and Modern Slavery Policy and
Statement. In 2020, an update was made on our annual Modern Slavery Statement
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Following our commitment on Human Rights, we have conducted Social Risk
Assessment (on Human Rights) for MHB in 2019 and Eaglestar in 2020
Developed Grievance Mechanism framework in 2020
Successfully conducted annual CoBE training for all employees and additional
Compliance e-learning for five Critical Law in 2020
Conducted Compliance Culture Survey in 2020 and obtained Robust Culture level
with ethics and integrity which have now become a part of all MISC’s business
conduct and transactions
‘See.Speak.Support’ awareness programme that was launched in 2017 is held every
quarter with active employee participation. The programme was held virtually in 2020
Achieved 5/5 rating for Governance element in FTSE4Good for two consecutive
years (2019 and 2020)

Section
4
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Section
4
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In 2019, we joined Maritime Anti-Corruption Network (MACN) in line with our support
against corruption in maritime

ii. Work towards formal inclusion of sustainability on the Board agenda

The Board provided oversight on overall sustainability performance for 2020 and
approved the 2021-2025 Sustainability Strategy
Establishment of a new Board Governance and Risk committee to provide focused
oversight on Sustainability agenda

Corporate
Governance
Overview
Statement on
pages 260 to 274
Board
Governance and
Risk Committee
report on page
290

PILLAR/KEY FOCUS AREA 4: TO PROMOTE INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM EXCELLENCE OF OUR EMPLOYEES
i.

Focus on succession planning to ensure a sustainable talent pipeline is in
place across the job levels in MISC

Continuation of succession planning to ensure all critical positions are filled to avoid
business and operational disruptions
Established succession planning ratio for senior management (2:1)
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ii. To have a competent and capable workforce through a structured and
holistic employee developmental process

Established Leadership and Functional Competencies which applies to all job levels
RM47.7 million invested in functional and leadership competency programmes
8,120 participants attended 412 training programmes that were carried out in 2020
Introduction of MISC Feedback Platform through ECHO+ in September 2020
Launched the Sustainability Awareness e-learning to create awareness on the
importance of sustainability to business

People
Development
Business Review
on pages 190
to 205
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Skilled workforce
Employee engagement
Health and safety

KEY FOCUS AREA
MATERIAL MATTERS

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

REFERENCE TO
OTHER SECTIONS

PILLAR/KEY FOCUS AREA 4: TO PROMOTE INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM EXCELLENCE OF OUR EMPLOYEES
iii. Cultivate a healthy workforce

Reduction of 31% and 60% in TRCF and LTIF compared to previous year; reduction of
50% and 63% in TRCF and LTIF respectively compared to 2016
Continuation of b-HSSE with the focus on 3M’s programmes – Move, Mind, Munch
with more emphasis on mental wellness in 2020
Participated in the PETRONAS Walk4Trees challenges to improve employees’ health
whilst saving the environment
Became a signatory of Neptune Declaration on Seafarer Wellbeing and Crew Change,
a worldwide call for action to end the unprecedented crew change crisis caused by
COVID-19 as part of our efforts to support the mental health of the seafarers

Operating Safely
and Sustainably
Business Review
on pages 212
to 214
Integrated
Marine Services
Business Review
on pages 175
to 176
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PILLAR/KEY FOCUS AREA 5: TO CARE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT AND OPERATE RESPONSIBLY
Climate change
Natural resource use
Ocean health

i.

Explore viability of low emission solutions for positive long-term
environmental impact

Section
4

Lower carbon emission through our eco-friendly designs and LNG dual-fuel vessels
Providing the solution for a cleaner fuel to the maritime industry by offering LNG
bunkering capability
Joined the Getting to Zero Coalition in 2019 with the target of getting commercially
viable deep sea zero-carbon emission vessels powered by zero-carbon emission
fuels into operation by 2030
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Anchoring
Sustainability
@ MISC on
page 120
Petroleum
& Product
Shipping
Business Review
on pages 149
to 152
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LNG Asset
Solutions
Business Review
on pages 140
to 141

Carbon reduction of 18%, 10% and 5% for our LNG, Petroleum and Product fleet
respectively from 2016 baseline
Established a Biodiversity Conservation Flagship programme and MMS - UMTSEATHRU turtle conservation programme in 2019 and 2020 respectively
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Received Green Seal Green Office Partner certification for a total of 10 offices in 2019
and 2020

Operating Safely
and Sustainably
Business Review
on pages 214
to 225
Port
Management
& Maritime
Services
Business Review
on pages 182
to 183
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ii. Proactively manage our environmental footprint, as well as inculcate
environmental consciousness amongst our employees

MATERIAL MATTERS

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

REFERENCE TO
OTHER SECTIONS

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

PILLAR/KEY FOCUS AREA 6: TO CREATE A POSITIVE DIFFERENCE TO THE LIVES OF COMMUNITIES
Skilled workforce
Ocean health
Employee engagement

i.

Invest in the next generation via well-established and fully functioning
programmes that promote education and awareness amongst the youth
towards becoming the next leaders in the industry and in contributing
towards their future development

ii. Organise various community investment activities and donations at MISC
Group offices, locally and internationally

A total of 1,023 new cadets enrolled at ALAM from 2016 – 2020, where 668 cadets
were sponsored by our subsidiary, Eaglestar

Integrated
Marine Services
Business Review
on page 176

Contributed RM7.5 million for COVID-19 national pandemic response and COVID-19
related aids

Anchoring
Sustainability
@ MISC on
page 113

For Community Investment Programme, refer to page 113
iii. Collaborate with the maritime community in shaping the future of the
seaborne trade

Section
4
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UNSDG

In 2018, we became the Strategic Partner and founding member of the Global
Maritime Forum (GMF) which is committed to shaping the future of global seaborne
trade to increase sustainable long-term economic development and human wellbeing

Anchoring
Sustainability
@ MISC on
page 112
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OTHER KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND RESULTS
KPI

Financial
Strategic initiative

Operations

HSE

101

2018 RESULTS

2019 RESULTS

2020 RESULTS

1. Net profit/(loss) after tax (NPAT/NLAT)

RM1,284 million

RM1,436 million

(RM170 million)

2. Cash flows from operating activities

RM4,099 million

RM5,579 million

RM5,588 million

1. CAPEX in new projects that generate secured and recurring income

USD900 million

USD1,100 million*

USD2,800 million*
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1

Vessel availability

100% (LNG) 99% (Petroleum)

100% (LNG) 99% (Petroleum)

99% (LNG) 100% (Petroleum)

2

Vessel utilisation

100% (LNG) 98% (Petroleum)

100% (LNG) 98% (Petroleum)

100% (LNG) 98% (Petroleum)

3

Offshore floaters uptime

98%

99%

99%

1. Number of fatalities

1

0

1

2. Major spill incidents

0

0

0

3. LTIF

0.07

0.10

0.04

4. TRCF

0.22

0.26

0.18

2.3:1
1:1

2.2:1

2.4:1

1.6:1

1.9:1

1. Succession planning - Ratio of potential successors for:

People development

•

Management Committee positions

•

Critical positions

* Included in the CAPEX value in new projects for FY2019 of USD1,100 million is USD300 million of a new project that was
announced in February 2020. This project has been excluded from the FY2020 total.
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